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2022 Webinar Schedule

 REV 021522

Risk-Based Inspection Webinar 
January 25, 2022

This webinar will help attendees discover the latest best practices and strategies of Risk-Based Inspection 
(RBI), along with a review of the fundamentals of RBI in light of the newest guidelines.

Connected Workforce / Conduct of Operations Webinar 
February 1, 2022

Companies today run their plants beyond intended design limits to maximize production. Learn to enable 
decision support so everyone knows the right tasks to work on at the right time and provide actionable, 
correct information at the point of work.

Management of Change Webinar 
February 22, 2022

Explore how to effectively and efficiently manage change – including personnel and organizational change – 
and learn how companies today are successfully meeting the challenges of MOC.

Operational Risk Management (ORM) Webinar 
February 15, 2022

This webinar will share why Operational Risk Management goes well beyond compliance. ORM is a 
comprehensive framework for managing “risk” that covers areas including EH&S, supply chain, operations, 
project management, maintenance, and engineering. 

Mechanical Integrity Webinar 
January 18, 2022

Attendees will learn more about best practices in Mechanical Integrity (MI) so that assets are designed, 
operated, and maintained according to good engineering practices, applicable codes, standards, specifications 
and manufacturers’ recommendations.

Asset Strategy Webinar 
March 8, 2022

Explore how to achieve predictable production through improved maintenance strategies. Challenges such 
as how to perform equipment criticality analysis, build strategy templates, apply strategy methodologies and 
implement maintenance strategies will be analyzed.

Asset Health Webinar 
March 15, 2022

In this webinar, we’ll look at challenges such as how to create Asset Health indicators, and when to employ 
corrective actions or initiate a Root Cause Analysis (RCA). Learn how changes to the overall asset strategy, 
asset design, or spares strategy can be made with assurance and implemented quickly and easily.
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Intelligent Operations / Performance Management Webinar 
March 29, 2022

This webinar will examine the key aspects of OPM and explore effective strategies to ensure the entire 
organization is moving toward the same target. Learn how Intelligent Operations supports OPM so 
organizations can reach new levels of performance and profitability.

Failure Elimination Webinar 
May 24, 2022

Failure elimination starts with precise information about the origin of problems, which components are failing, 
and why. In this webinar, we’ll define a true asset lifecycle philosophy in terms of equipment performance – 
what are the equipment performance expectations overall that sum up production requirements over time? 

Operator Rounds Webinar 
May 3, 2022

Your Operator Rounds information needs to integrate with other core work processes to improve profitability. 
This webinar will show you how to enforce timely data collection, empower personnel with key information 
and capabilities, and protect field workers.

Management of Change Webinar 
July 12, 2022

Explore how to manage change effectively and efficiently – including personnel and organizational change – 
and learn how companies today are successfully meeting the challenges of MOC.

Production Loss Analysis Webinar 
March 22, 2022

For asset-intensive industries, human error typically causes 60-70% of events that lead to production losses. 
In this webinar, we’ll discuss how to approach PLA to maximize profits and reduce human error.

Work Permitting Webinar 
April 12, 2022

This webinar will show you an effective electronic work permitting program. We will demonstrate ideal 
processes and walk through a Day-In-The-Life (DILO) scenario for work permitting.

Spares Optimization Webinar 
June 14, 2022

The cost of holding spare parts is often higher than organizations expect. In this webinar, we’ll discuss current 
leading practices for spare parts management, the right balance between reliability and logistics, and dynamic 
risk management and stock level benchmarking.
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Asset Strategy Webinar 
August 16, 2022

Explore how to achieve predictable production through improved maintenance strategies. Challenges such 
as how to perform equipment criticality analysis, build strategy templates, apply strategy methodologies, and 
implement maintenance strategies will be analyzed. 

Operator Logs Webinar 
October 25, 2022

Nearly 40% of incidents occur at the shift handover. As a result, managing shift handovers well is key to 
improving profitability and managing risks. Discover ways to improve communication at shift handover and 
ensure your Operator Logs information integrates with other core work processes. 

Work Permitting Webinar 
October 4, 2022

This webinar will show you an effective electronic work permitting program. We will demonstrate ideal 
processes and walk through a Day-In-The-Life (DILO) scenario for work permitting.

Visit DrivingOE.com and choose “Webinars” under the “Resources” menu to register for any of the webinars in this catalog.

Asset Health Webinar 
July 26, 2022

In this webinar, we’ll look at challenges such as how to create Asset Health indicators, and when to employ 
corrective actions or initiate a Root Cause Analysis (RCA). Learn how changes to the overall asset strategy, 
asset design, or spares strategy can be made with assurance and implemented quickly and easily.

Production Loss Analysis Webinar 
September 6, 2022

For asset-intensive industries, human error typically causes 60-70% of events that lead to production losses. 
In this webinar, we’ll discuss how to approach PLA to maximize profits and reduce human error.

Operational Risk Management Webinar 
November 15, 2022

This webinar will share why Operational Risk Management goes well beyond compliance. ORM is a 
comprehensive framework for managing “risk” that covers areas including EH&S, supply chain, operations, 
project management, maintenance, and engineering.

Management of Organizational Change Webinar 
December 6, 2022

Management of Organizational Change (MOOC) is your path forward to address compliance needs, develop 
effective management systems, and achieve Operational Excellence. This webinar will explore how to develop 
an effective MOOC Program and the impacts of interoperability to derive efficiency and effectiveness.
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DISCLAIMER

This document is protected under the copyright laws of the United States and other countries. This proposal contains information that is proprietary and confidential to Operational Sustainability, LLC, and shall not be 
disclosed outside the recipient’s company or duplicated, used or disclosed in whole or in part by the recipient for any purpose other than to evaluate this proposal. Any other use or disclosure in whole or in part of this 
information without the express written permission of Operational Sustainability, LLC is prohibited.

Operational Sustainability, LLC is a Delaware limited liability corporation. 

Operational Sustainability® makes operational excellence simple.
Succeeding in today’s complex, highly-regulated industries depends on how well your company manages operational risk and enables 
operational discipline. Our world-class advisory services and our industry-leading cloud-based, highly configurable software work together to 
enable your company to achieve operational excellence. To implement OE 4.0 and sustain operational integrity, companies must balance 
production goals with reliability, safety, and human and environmental factors. We identify and help you solve any issues to move to a real-time, 
mobilized risk-aware culture. With an average of more than 30 years of industry experience each, our advisors can design a solution tailored to 
your company’s culture and needs.

Learn how Operational Sustainability can advise your workforce through our consulting services and support your journey to operational excellence 
through our OESuite® software platform. See our full slate of free webinars, white papers, detailed module information, and scheduled workshops 
online at www.DrivingOE.com.

Schedule your free consultation and demo today.
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